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Thank you for your interest in the Father Ray Foundation 
Volunteer Program. We hope that this handbook will answer 
any questions that you may have about volunteering with 
us. 

Volunteers have been supporting our work for over 
40 years, with each volunteer bringing in a wave of 
enthusiasm and compassion. Volunteering with us is one 
of the most rewarding experiences you are likely to ever 
experience! All our roles come with different duties and 
different responsibilities. Number One on the list is to 
make the children and students’ lives better! This could be 
making one of our children smile and laugh, or improving 
a student’s English. A volunteer’s role is much more than 
teaching English, volunteers are part of the journey helping 
to make our children and students’ lives better.

Please carefully read through this handbook, watch our 
videos on our website and read through our website. If 
you have any questions, please get in touch. 

Be a volunteer at the Father Ray Foundation 
and you will have memories that last a lifetime
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timeline
of projects

money 

After 10 years in Thailand’s northeast, Father Ray was assigned to the seaside 
fishing village of Pattaya, which was growing in size due to its popularity as a 
‘Rest & Relaxation’ destination for U.S. soldiers fighting in the Vietnam War.

In 1969 Father Ray replaced Father Godbout who had been the pastor of St. 
Nikolaus Church for two years. After one year in Pattaya something happened 
that would change the course of Father Ray’s life forever.

One day, at the end of a Sunday service, a woman approached him with a baby in 
her arms. She told him that the father of the baby, her former husband, had run 
away, and she had since found a new husband. However, as is common in many 
cases, her new husband would have nothing to do with the child.

Father Ray said that he would take the child, even though he did not have any 
experience taking care of a child. When Father Ray accepted the child he was 
not aware of how many lives this one action was going to change.

During the Vietnam War many children were born to Thai mothers and American 
fathers. These children were not accepted by society; many did not want a 
half white or a half black child in their families, but Father Ray accepted these 
unwanted children and gave them a home.

Word soon traveled around town about the work Father Ray was doing, and more 
children arrived. Poor Thais arrived and asked this American priest to take care 
of their child, as they were too poor to provide what the child needed.

The first child arrived in 1974, and for the next twenty nine years Father Ray 
worked tirelessly to provide a home for the homeless and an education for the 
uneducated.

He became ‘father’ to hundreds or orphaned babies, neglected children and 
abused teenagers. He became a hero to many people living with a disability; 
he gave them an education, and the confidence to hold their heads high and be 
equals in society.

Since 1974 Father Ray helped people wherever he could.  On the 16th August 
2003 Father Ray died. Since then the Father Ray Foundation has continued to 
grow and have continued his work.

Who was Father Ray?
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Our ProjectsWhat is the Father Ray Foundation?

Named after its founder, the American Redemptorist priest Father Ray 
Brennan, The Father Ray Foundation is the umbrella organisation for 
several social projects mostly in Pattaya, on the east coast of Thailand.

ŗ¼

Father Ray 
Children’s 

Home

ŗ¼

Father Ray 
Children’s 

Village

ŗ¼

Father Ray Day 
Care Center

ŗ¼

Father Ray School 
for Children with 
Special Needs

ŗ¼

Pattaya Redemptorist 
Technological 

College for People 
with Disabilities

ŗ¼

Pattaya Redemptorist 
School for the Blind

ŗ¼

Redemptorist Foundation 
for People with Disabilities 

ŗ¼

Nong Khai 
Redemptorist 
Technological 

College for People 
with Disabilities

Who runs Father Ray Foundation?

Father Ray Foundation is managed by the Redemptorists of 
Thailand, a Catholic order of priests.

Father Ray wanted to help people who were in need, regardeless 
of their religion.

of children & students 
are Buddhist96%

of children & students 
are Muslim3%

of children & students 
are Christian1%

We are a diverse organisation supporting children and 
students who come from various backgrounds.

Father Peter Pattarapong Srivorakul, C.Ss.R.
President

As of April 2019, Father Peter will become 
President of Redemptorist Foundation for 
People with Disabilities. 

Three new Fathers will be coming to the 
Father Ray Foundation, taking on various 
roles, including President. 
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Our 
Projects
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Father Ray Children’s Home

Formerly the Home for Street Kids, in 2015 the Children’s Home 
celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary.

For over a quarter of a century more than six hundred youngsters, 
school age children and teenagers have arrived seeking help.

They have run away from home, from poverty, abuse and neglect 
and they have found a place where they are safe, free from the risk 
of harm.

Children have arrived from all over the Kingdom, from the far north to 
the deep south, and from the border in the east with Cambodia to the 
provinces in the west and along the Myanmar border.

All the children return to school, learn new skills and gain knowledge 
and many have gone on the study at vocational schools and 
universities campuses around the country.

We want our children to have a better life than what their parents and 
grandparents could ever have imagined for themselves.

Founded 1990

children have been given 
a safe place to call home698

young people have 
enrolled in vocational 
college and university82
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Father Ray Children’s Village Father Ray Children’s Village

Opened in 2008, the Children’s Village consists of ten  
houses, which are home to up to eight children in each.

Young children who are orphaned, abandoned or  
neglected will find a home at the Father Ray Children’s  
Village.  

They live as part of a family, with new brothers and sisters, all cared 
for by a house mother who will support them, take care of them when 
they are sick, congratulate them when they are good, discipline them 
when they are naughty and who the children will call mother. 

They attend school each day, and just like all the children in our care, 
they will have the chance to go on to further education at vocational 
college or university once they finish their studies at school. 

At the Father Ray Children’s Village the children are safe from the 
risk of harm. They have a peaceful environment to grow and they 
are learning to live not just as part of a family, but also as part of a 
community.

children have received 
scholarships to study at one 
of the best private schools 

in the province. 
63

children now live in a home 
with a family133

Founded 2008
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Father Ray Day Care Center

Each morning youngsters from the poorest areas of Pattaya arrive 
to spend the day in a safe environment while their parents go off to 
work.

The center provides all the children with breakfast on arrival, as 
many have no food at home, and they also receive lunch and snacks.

Uniforms are also provided, free of charge, and a nurse visits once a 
month to check on the health of the toddlers.

The children are learning to socialize with other children, they are 
learning to read and write and they are learning through play, all to 
prepare them for when they enter government school kindergartens.

Founded 2008

sets of uniforms are 
given to the youngsters 
attending our Day Care 

Center every year
240

cartons of milk are 
drank by the toddlers 

every year57,600
families have learned to 
save for their children’s 

future education615
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Father Ray School for Children 
with Special Needs

In 2007 a young mother came to us for help. In her arms she carried 
her young son, she did not know what condition her son had, all she 
knew was that he was different from other children.

Prior to the opening of the Father Ray School for Children with Special 
Needs, for many children living with autism, Downs syndrome, 
cerebral palsy or an intellectual disability in the Pattaya area there 
was no support.

There was no facility where they could receive the therapy they 
needed to improve their lives.

There was no school they could attend where they could be educated, 
where they could gain knowledge and learn new skills according to 
their age and ability.

There was no one who could give advice to the family, or provide 
them with the support they need.

Today the Father Ray School for Children with Special Needs offers 
physiotherapy, occupational therapy, age and ability appropriate 
education, sports and art therapy, vocational training and family 
support.

Founded 2007

children and teenagers have 
received an education and 
became a part of a larger 

community
193
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Pattaya Redemptorist School 
for the Blind

Since the School for the Blind first opened in the mid 1980’s, it has 
provided blind and visually impaired children with an education that 
will give them the opportunity to become independent members 
of society. While studying here students board at the school, living 
together and making long lasting friendships.

The school educates the students following the national curriculum, 
set by the Ministry of Education, but it must also teach the skills that 
a blind student must learn, such as learning the read and write using 
the Braille language system and they also learn to use a white cane 
so that they can become more independent.

The school educates its students through three years of kindergarten 
and nine years of junior and secondary education. The students 
then have the opportunity to complete Grade 10-12 at the Pattaya 
Redemptorist Vocational School for the Blind which opened in 2013 
and also teaches vocational and life skills that will allow the students 
become more independent.

Founded 1986

blind and visually impaired 
students have received an 

education and life skills 551
former students have 
continued onto higher 
education and are now 

meaningfully employed in 
mainstream workplaces 

as equals 

65
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The school also encourages the students to take up 
a sport, and students have gone on to participate 
in local, national and international sporting events, 
such as the Asian Games, the South East Asian 
Games and also the Paralympic Games; in the Rio 
2016 Paralympic Games two former students won 
gold medals, to go with the gold medals they won 
four years previous at the London 2012 Games.

Pattaya Redemptorist Technological 
College for People with Disabilities

Since it’s opening in 1984 more than three thousand young adults 
living with a disability have graduated from the Redemptorist 
Vocational School for People with Disabilities. In 2018 the Royal 
Thai Ministry of Education granted permission for the Vocational 
School to be upgraded to college status, hence the name change.

New students arrive from across the country, and they will all study 
the same compulsory subjects, but they will have the option to major 
in Computer Business, Computer Programming, or Electronic Repair. 
There is also an Elementary Education course for those who have 
had little or no formal education.

Each course last three years and the school provides education, 
accommodations, meals and health care free of charge. In return, the 
school expects the students to study hard, pass their examinations 
and join the workforce as worthwhile members of society.

Not only is the school free, but it also guarantees that all graduating 
students will have employment when they leave and they will be able 
to, and in the words of the school’s founder, Father Ray Brennan, 
‘earn their own rice’.

There is a sister school in the northern city of Nong Khai which offers 
similar courses to young adults living with a disability.

Founded 1984

former students have gone on to 
win Paralympic Medals7
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RF

Redemptorist Foundation for 
People with Disabilities

The aim of the Foundation is to work towards a greater inclusion and 
equality in Thai society for people living with a disability.

The Foundation is an advocate for the rights of people with disabilities; 
promoting equality in the workplace and in society, highlighting 
discrimination and working with government and non-government 
agencies to ensure that people with disabilities are treated as equals 
and with the same rights as the majority of those in society.

The Foundation includes the Job Placement Agency for People with 
Disabilities, with offers job training and preparation for employment 
to people throughout the Kingdom.

The Social Enterprise Agency  promotes the benefits of self 
employment, encouraging people with disabilities to work towards 
starting their own business and becoming independent and 
worthwhile members of society.

people with 
disabilities have 

called to the 1479 
Hotline and received 

assistance

23,149

Founded 2000

**While the Redemptorist Foundation for People with Disabilities 
has very close links with the Father Ray Foundation it is now 

registered as a separate organisation.**
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The 
Volunteer 
Program

Role of Volunteer

At the Father Ray Foundation we do not charge any large fees to volunteer. 
But we expect volunteers to treat the work you do the same as you would a 
paid job. The one thing we tell all volunteers, the more you put in, the more 
you will get out. Even if it is playing wheelchair basketball on a Tuesday 
evening (which is completely optional, but no one is yet to lose a finger) or 
taking the blind children to a water park on a Sunday!

All volunteers work roughly 5 and a half days per week over a six day 
schedule. On occasions, volunteers also help with various events including 
fundraising events and helping to take children to a local water park on 
Sundays. 

Most volunteers will teach English for one lesson at our Technological 
College for People with Disabilities and School for Children with Special 
Needs in the morning, then teach one hour at the School for the Blind. 
Volunteers also use their mornings and time throughout their day to 
prepare their lessons. To have a really good lesson takes a certain amount 
of planning. 

In the afternoons, volunteers will also spend time with some of the younger 
children at the School for the Blind, this includes spending time in our 
activity room for children who are blind and have other disabilities, as well 
swimming,  and trips to the beach. Volunteers also teach English to the 
visually impaired students in Grades 1 to 9. Some volunteers will support 
other projects, this depends on the needs of the projects each term. 

We also have one or two volunteers in our Day Care Center. A Day Care 
assistant becomes a full-time volunteer working alongside staff within 
Day Care. Duties include helping to care for the children, helping to prepare 
meals and snacks, teaching them basic English, helping with the running 
of the Day Care Center and most importantly, playing with the children! 
Volunteers in our Day Care Center will spend most of their time working in 
Day Care, but will support other volunteers in the evening and afternoon 
activities and special events.
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Role of Volunteer

All volunteers are required to help with our Speaking English Club at the 
Technological College for People with Disabilities, which is one hour long, 
two evenings per week. This is an informal club to encourage students to 
speak English. This is a social and fun activity where students play games, 
do activities and learn English.  Volunteers also help with students go 
swimming on Mondays and Fridays between 5 pm & 6 pm. Some students 
may only require assistance getting in or out of the pool, others require 
assistance swimming, some come to the pool only to socialize.

If you have a specific skill that you feel would benefit us, such as a 
physiotherapist, please let us know.

We give you Sunday off – I know! How generous are we? 

We are unable to confirm exactly what your volunteer duties will be until all 
the volunteers are here. Due to the variation in our projects and volunteers’ 
roles, volunteers have different schedules and duties.

PATTAYA REDEMPTORIST TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE FOR PEOPLE 
WITH DISABILITIES – MONDAY TO FRIDAY

A volunteer is required to plan and prepare their lessons, and teach between 
6-18 adults with disabilities, setting unit tests and exams. A curriculum 
will be provided, as well as support and training.

REDEMPTORIST FOUNDATION FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES – 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY

A volunteer might be required to independently teach the foundation’s 
Job Club, for adults with disabilities seeking employment. This includes 
planning and teaching between 5-20 adults with disabilities. No unit tests 
and exams are set at Job club.

Some volunteers might be required to teach the staff throughout the 
organization, this includes office, kitchen and teaching staff. An itinerary 
and training will be provided.

REDEMPTORIST SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND – MONDAY TO THURSDAY

A volunteer attends the School for the Blind with the sole purpose of making 
a child’s life brighter. All volunteers who attend here need to be passionate, 
enthusiastic and caring. Whilst this project can be challenging, it is arguably 
the most rewarding. The moments a child sings your name or claps when 
they hear your voice, are moments that you cannot replace. We spend 
time playing, singing and listening to music with blind or visually impaired 
kindergarten children, many of whom have other disabilities including 
autism. We regularly attend the beach and take the children swimming. 
We therefore require all volunteers to be able play with the children in the 
pool, the pool is only approximately 1.5m deep, so volunteers do not need 
to be Olympic swimmers!

Volunteers also teach for an hour per day in the afternoon, teaching basic 
and conversational English. Most classes are small, with only around 6 
students per class. 

FATHER RAY SCHOOL FOR CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

A volunteer will teach English at the Father Ray School for Children with 
Special Needs, a tough but very rewarding challenge. Children who attend 
the School are living with autism, cerebral palsy, Downs Syndrome and 
learning disabilities.

FATHER RAY CHILDREN’S HOME & FATHER RAY CHILDREN’S 
VILLAGE 

At the Father Ray Children’s Village & the Children’s Home, a volunteer’s 
duties include playing games, sports, making crafts and teaching English 
through games and activities.
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The Weekly Schedule

Example of Volunteer Teacher’s Weekly Schedule

Example of a Day Care Assistant’s Schedule

Volunteer Program

Teaching at Technological College 
for People with Disabilities

Teaching at School for Children 
with Special Needs

Afternoons at the
School for the Blind

Saturday Mornings at the
Children’s Home

Saturday Afternoons at the 
Children’s Village Day Care Center
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Why do we have volunteers?

Volunteers are essential to the work that we do.  We are a charity therefore 
we cannot afford to pay for English teachers to teach our children and 
students, and that is where the volunteers come in.

Volunteers do not just come here to teach English though. All of our children 
and students come from disadvantaged backgrounds; the volunteers are 
part of their journey in helping them to a better future, whether that is 
through playing football with the children at the Children’s Village, or going 
to a water park with some our children. 

Volunteers have a direct impact on our children and students’ lives. We 
hope that the volunteers love and enthusiasm is something that will 
benefit everyone involved.   

terms of program

Terms
of the 

Volunteer 
Program
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Terms of the Volunteer Program

REQUIREMENTS HEALTH & 
FITNESS

AGECOMMITMENT

VACCINES INSURANCE ILLNESS HOLIDAYS

#
NUMBER OF 

VOLUNTEERS
DATES CHILD 

PROTECTION
VOLUNTEER 
AGREEMENT

Commitment

This depends on the project. Most volunteers teach for a full-term which 
is 5 months, and then volunteers arrange a Summer Camp for some of 
our children. We ask for such a big commitment because our students 
need consistency with their teachers (we all remember how bad most 
supply teachers were!). Volunteers are normally with us around 5 and a 
half months. 

It may be possible for volunteers in Day Care to volunteer for a shorter 
period of time; there is still a minimum of three months.

If you have a specific skill, such as physiotherapy, then please contact us 
to discuss this further.

Age

We cannot accept any volunteers younger than 18. We do not have any 
upper age limit, however in the past some volunteers over the age of 
60 have found the climate challenging and the workload too physically 
demanding. The only requirement is that the volunteers are fit enough to 
do the work, as all volunteers do the same.

Requirements

Enthusiasm! Teaching experience and TEFL qualifications are a benefit, 
but enthusiasm is far more essential. The schedule for volunteering can 
be busy at times, with some physical work (physical work = playing with 
children/going to a water park). All volunteers are required to teach English 
in some capacity, so all volunteers must have clear spoken English.

Fitness & Health

Pattaya is normally hot and humid, and the work can often be quite 
physical. Our children have lots of energy; a few hours playing with them 
can feel like having a work-out at the gym! All volunteers must be free from 
injuries and fit enough for our activities. Volunteers are also sometimes 
required to help lift or push our children and students. 
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Vaccines

Before coming to Pattaya, volunteers must visit a travel clinic to see what 
vaccinations are required. You must make sure that you are up to date with 
your routine vaccinations, we suggest the following:
     •  Measles-Mumps-Rubella (MMR) vaccine
     •  Diphtheria-Tetanus-Pertussis vaccine
     •  Varicella (Chickenpox) vaccine
     •  Polio vaccine
     •  Flu shot
     •  Hepatitis A vaccine
     •  Hepatitis B vaccine
     •  Typhoid vaccine

Although rabies can be found in dogs, bats, and other mammals in Thailand, 
it is not a major risk to volunteers. Some stray dogs may have rabies, so if 
you do have any concerns, speak to your local travel clinic.

At the time of writing, there is not a risk of malaria in Pattaya. People are 
only at risk of malaria if they go near Thailand’s borders. Before coming to 
volunteer, you should consult a travel clinic to confirm this. If you wish to 
visit any other city or island, you should research this before visiting. 

We recommend that volunteers always wear mosquito repellent to reduce 
the risk of infecting Dengue Fever.

Fitness & Health

Volunteering with us can be physically, mentally and emotionally 
challenging. The Father Ray Foundation supports disadvantaged children 
and students, so it is to be expected that sometimes our work can be 
emotional. Due to the nature of our work, please carefully consider your 
suitability to the work that we do. Whilst we do our best to look after the 
volunteers who are here, our priority is to support the children and students 
in our care. Should you have any concerns or questions, please contact the 
Volunteer Coordinator. 

Insurance 

All volunteers must have suitable insurance for their time in Thailand. If 
a volunteer does not have suitable insurance, they will be asked to leave. 

Insurance 

Volunteers need to send their insurance details before leaving their home 
country.

We recommend volunteers get insurance through one of the companies 
who have a contract with Bangkok Pattaya International Hospital, the 
closest and one of the best international hospitals. A link is available on 
our Volunteer F.A.Q. section on our website.

Illness

Pattaya has many international hospitals should one be required. There are 
also many clinics, dentists and pharmacies near the foundation. Should 
volunteers ever be unable to work due to illness, volunteers must notify the 
Volunteer Coordinator as soon as possible.  

Holidays

Whilst we want volunteers to enjoy themselves here, this is not as a 
holiday. Volunteers are expected to treat volunteering the same as they 
would a normal working job. Volunteers generally get 1 and half days off 
per week, however volunteers are sometimes required to help with special 
events. Volunteers who are with us for 6 months, will be given a weekend 
off roughly at the mid-way point. 

Dates

We cannot give you the exact start dates until much nearer the time, often 
the dates change by a few days. The following dates are approximate.

Summer Term Winter Term

Arrive the last week of April for the 
Orientation Week

Arrive the last week of October the 
Orientation Week

The term is May to September The term is November to March

The Summer Camp is early October The Summer Camp is early April

Volunteers leave after Summer Camp Volunteers leave after Summer Camp

*The dates for the Day Care Center can be different, this will be discussed*
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Volunteer Agreement

The Father Ray Foundation has expectations the same as any other job 
or placement. Therefore we ask our volunteers to read and agree to our 
Volunteer Agreement.

Child Protection

The comprehensive Father Ray Foundation Child Protection Policy, 
Procedures & Guidelines can be read on our website.
It is intended to show the priority that the Father Ray Foundation puts on 
the protection of those in its care, and the procedures and guidelines that 
are in place to ensure best practice towards those in our care.

In brief, the Father Ray Foundation
     •  recognizes that child protection is everyone’s responsibility
     •  recognizes the unique and individual worth of each child
     •  is committed to nurturing, protecting and safeguarding children and             
        young people
     •  exercises care in the appointment of all those working with children   
        and young people
     •  will review its Security & Child Protection Policy annually

All volunteers will be sent a copy of the Volunteer Child Protection Policy. 
All volunteers must adhere to the policy, if there are any concerns, a 
volunteer may be asked to leave and appropriate action taken if required.  

Number of Volunteers

We aim to have a total of around 10 volunteers per term. The number of 
volunteers required depends on the needs of each project each term, so it 
may change term from term. We aim to have a diverse group of volunteers 
to support our diverse group of children and students.    

Special Events & Activities

Bed Race Children’s Birthday Parties

St. Patrick’s Day Parade Pattaya Water Park

SOS Rice Food Drive Christmas Carols & Parties
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Living in 
Thailand

Pattaya

Where is Pattaya?

Pattaya is around 90 minutes from Suvarnabhumi Airport, Bangkok’s main 
international airport. Pattaya is a resort city on the east coast of the Gulf of 
Thailand, about 100 kilometers (62 mi) southeast of Bangkok.

The main site of the Father Ray Foundation, where the accommodation 
is located, is in the center of Pattaya, 2.5 kilometers from the beach. The 
foundation is well located for transport links within the city.

Why Pattaya?

After living in Thailand for over 10 years, Father Ray was assigned to the 
seaside fishing village of Pattaya, which was growing in size due to its 
popularity as a ‘Rest & Relaxation’ destination for U.S. soldiers fighting in 
the Vietnam War. 

Having accepted his first child in 1974, Father Ray’s family began to grow. 
During the Vietnam War, many children were born to Thai mothers and 
American fathers. These children were not accepted by society; many did 
not want a half white or a half black child in their families, but Father Ray 
accepted these unwanted children and gave them a home.

Had Pattaya not been used by soldiers as a ‘Rest & Relaxation’ destination, 
the Father Ray Foundation may not be what it is today. Father Ray wanted 
to help people wherever he could and wherever there was a need. Today we 
continue the work that Father Ray started. 

Volunteers do not come to Pattaya to enjoy idyllic beaches or lush green 
vineyards. Volunteers come to support the work that we do, supporting the 
children and students that need our help. Pattaya is now a busy tourist city, 
but still has its famous reputation. We have had many, many volunteers 
over the years; some have even retired and moved out to become full-time 
volunteers. So don’t be put off by everything that you read. The grounds of the 
Father Ray Foundation act as an escape to the rest of Pattaya, somewhere 
you can relax and unwind in our surroundings. 

If you are interested in volunteering, we recommend that all potential 
volunteers do their own research, but once you are here you will have the 
opportunity to have an incredibly rewarding time. 
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City Life

Pattaya is a busy tourist resort, so you get all the usual facilities that a city 
offers and many tourist attractions. If you like to go for a swim, working 
out in a gym, shopping at one of the markets, visiting a shopping center, or 
just enjoying a coffee, then there are places throughout Pattaya. 

Getting Around

We do not encourage volunteers to get a scooter, even if you have ridden a 
scooter before. Unfortunately, the roads and driving in Thailand are not at 
the same standards that most volunteers are used to. Whilst volunteering, 
all the transportation is provided.

Pattaya has many transport links to other cities. The Father Ray Foundation 
is also well situated to use the local baht buses (songthaews) which 
operate in and around the city.

Weather & Climate

Pattaya rarely drops much below 30˚C and is often humid, though you do 
get used to this. Honestly! Volunteers should wear loose and light clothing, 
keep well hydrated, and where possible, keep in the shade. Most places 
have fans or air-conditioning, over time, your body will also adapt. Should 
the temperature ever drop for few days, you will be thankful when the sun 
returns.

Cultural Difference

Volunteers living and working with us will experience many cultural 
differences. Sometimes these can be strange and confusing; therefore 
volunteers must be prepared for this. During the Orientation Week the 
Volunteer Coordinator will go through some of the differences.

If you have any concerns, have a look online and do some research. 
Once volunteers are with us, the Volunteer Coordinator is here to support 
volunteers during their time with us. 

Where will you live?

Volunteers live in the Redemptorist Center in the center of Pattaya. On 
our site, we currently have a café, a bakery, a library (with mainly books 
in English and French) with Wi-Fi through most of the Foundation, and a 
swimming pool.

Volunteers are provided with their own, private, single bedroom. Each room 
has its own private shower room (with a hot a shower), air-conditioning, a 
fridge and a TV.

What to wear?

When volunteers arrive, they are required to purchase the Father Ray 
Foundation uniform pack consisting of t-shirts and polo shirts for 1,000 
baht (around 30 USD). These are to be worn whenever volunteering. We 
recommend that you bring some loose fitting clothes and several pairs of 
comfortable footwear.

For each project: 

Teaching: Wear a Father Ray polo shirt, trousers or knee length skirt, 
with smart/casual shoes or trainers, or smart sandals (ladies only, 
sorry guys). Teachers are hugely respected in Thailand, so you must 
dress accordingly.

At the School for the Blind: Wear a Father Ray polo shirt or t-shirt and 
knee length shorts. Flip flops can be worn here.

At Day Care: Wear a Father Ray t-shirt and trousers (we recommend 
light linen trousers). Flip flops can be worn here.

At the Children’s Village: Wear a Father Ray t-shirt and knee length 
shorts. Flip flops or trainers can be worn here.
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What to bring?

We recommend that you bring the following:
     •  An unlocked smartphone
     •  A laptop if teaching
     •  At least two bank cards
     •  Sport trainers
     •  Smart/casual shoes/trainers suitable for teaching (ladies can wear 
        smart sandals)
     •  Swim wear. Bikinis are not suitable. 
     •  A beach towel
     •  2 pairs of loose trousers
     •  2 pairs of loose knee length shorts
     •  One jumper (for the plane and the air-conditioned buses)
     •  Some loose t-shirts/tops to relax in

Flights, Visas 
and Work 
Permits
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Volunteers must apply for a non-immigrant, type “O” visa, at a Royal 
Thai Embassy or Consulate. The Embassy or Consulate will issue a 
non-immigrant, type “O” visa, single entry with three month validity to 
the applicant. Volunteers cannot apply for a visa until 90 days before 
their arrival in Thailand. It is not possible to apply for a visa from within 
Thailand; we recommend volunteers apply for a visa as soon as possible 
from their nearest Thai Embassy or Consulate. The process normally takes 
two working days. 

Please contact the Thai Embassy or Consulate that you would like to use 
check their criteria. Many Thai Embassies and Consulates have different 
policies for issuing visas.

The Father Ray Foundation will provide the necessary paperwork. This 
will be sent to the volunteer via email once the volunteer application is 
complete.

Every foreigner performing work in Thailand is legally required to hold a 
Work Permit, a document issued by the government. The Thai government 
classifies volunteering as work. Therefore, volunteers need a permit to 
work in Thailand. 

The Father Ray Foundation will apply for a Work Permit once the volunteer 
arrives in Thailand. A Work Permit is a specific document between the 
employer and employee (volunteer), the Work Permit is only valid whilst 
volunteering at the Father Ray Foundation.

Work Permits can be valid for no longer than 6 months or 12 months.

Volunteers are able to get two 90 day visas, allowing them to stay in 
Thailand for 180 days including the day the day they enter Thailand. 
Volunteers must calculate 180 days from the date that they enter Thailand; 
a return flight home should be booked before exceeding the 180 days. The 
following dates are approximate depending on the arrival date:

• If the arrival date is the 20th April, volunteers cannot stay longer than 
17th October

• If the arrival date is the 20th October, volunteers cannot stay longer 
than 18th April

If volunteers wish to travel around Thailand after volunteering; volunteers 
might be required to leave Thailand to get a tourist visa for either 30 or 60 
days.

Flights, Visas and Work Permits

Flights

Visas

Work Permits

Volunteers must renew their 90 day visa before their original visa expires. 
This can be done within Pattaya, or volunteers can visit a Royal Thai 
Embassy or Consulate outside of Thailand and apply for a new visa. 

A volunteer is unable to volunteer with a Thai tourist visa.
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Costs Being a volunteer does cost money. Unlike many volunteer agencies we 
do not charge any fees for accommodation or food, but the volunteer 
must pay their own visa fees, airfares, medical insurance, and any other 
expenses they may have. To work legally, as stated previously, volunteers 
are required to get a Type O visa and a Work Permit.

The Father Ray Foundation charge an administration of 1,000 Baht for all 
volunteers, this is to cover the administration costs for the Work Permit and 
renewing the visa within Pattaya. After the initial 90 days within Thailand, 
if a volunteer decides to do apply for a visa outside of Thailand, the Father 
Ray Foundation will refund the 1,000 Baht.

Approximate fees for a Work Permit
• 2,000 Baht for a work permit for longer than 3 months but not 

exceeding 6 months.
• 4,000 Baht for a work permit for longer than 6 months but not 

exceeding 12 months.
• 1,000 Baht administration fee per work permit.

Volunteers are only able to obtain Single-Entry Non-Immigrant Visas. If 
a volunteer needs to leave Thailand they can get a ‘re-entry permit’ from 
the local immigration office for 1,000 Baht. A re-entry permit enables the 
volunteer to continue to use their current 90 day visa.  

All volunteers need to purchase the uniform pack for 1,000 Baht. Please 
see the flow chart (the prices are approximate and subject to change):

Costs
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Before coming to Thailand
•  Police Certificate
•  Non- Immigrant Type O Visa (1,900 Baht for 90 days)
•  Insurance
•  Flights

Once you are in Thailand
•  Medical Certificate (100 Baht)
•  Work Permit (2,000 Baht fot 6 months or 4,000 Baht for 12 months)
•  Uniform (1,000 Baht paid to FRF)
•  Administration Fee (1,000 Baht paid to FRF)

After 90 days in Thailand

Renew visa within Pattaya

1,900 Baht for a new visa 
every 90 days

Volunteers who are here 
for 6 months and do 

not do a visa run, will be 
given a weekend’s holiday 
around the mid-term point. 

Visa Run
Renew your visa outside of Thailand. 
The Foundation will refund the 1000 

Baht administration fee as there 
is much less administration work 

required, however volunteers must 
visit another country and apply for 

a new visa. 

To do this costs a minimum of 4,000 
Baht + 1,900 Baht for a visa.

The visa run will be the volunteer’s 
mid-term holiday.

Living Expenses

Volunteers living expenses vary massively depending on lifestyles.  Some 
volunteers live very cheaply, whilst other volunteers choose to spend more 
money whilst here.

Here is an example some of the costs from in Pattaya:

coffee from 
a cafe:
35 Baht

a visit to 
Koh Larn Island:
from 500 Baht

meal at a 
restaurant: 

from 120 Baht

cocktail or 
glass of wine: 
from 150 Baht

bus ticket 
to Bangkok: 

from 118 Baht

meal from a 
street vendor: 

40 Baht

large beer at 
a restaurant: 
80-110 Baht

a massage: 
frm 150 Baht

coffee from a 
street vendor:

25 Baht

a sunbed on 
Pattaya Beach:

40 Baht for the day

local songthaew: 
from 10 Baht

can of Coke:
15 Baht
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Application 
Process

Application Process

Complete the application form online

Send an up-to-date CV

We will give you a conditional offer based on 
receiving a Police Certificate

Send your Police Certificate and 
the signed Volunteer Agreement

Skype interview

We will contact your references

Send a recent picture
(this is to simply check for tattoos and facial piercings)

FRF will send confirmation of the start date

When you arrive, you will be met at Bangkok’s 
Suvarnabhumi Airport by our driver
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Checklist

Complete the application form online

Send your CV

Send a recent picture

Check the visa requirements for your nationality

Skype interview

Send your police certificate (this must be up to date)

Read the Volunteer Child Protection Policy

Sign the Volunteer Agreement

Visit a medical clinic for your vaccines

Get insurance

Send a copy of your insurance to the Volunteer Coordinator

Complete your personal information (a document will be sent to you)

Get your start date

Book your flight and apply for your visa

Send your flight details to the Volunteer Coordinator

Orientation 
Week
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Orientation Week

When?

The school terms normally begin in the first week in May and the first 
week in November, so we ask volunteers to arrive the week before. Dates 
cannot be confirmed until closer to the start date. We ask volunteers 
to arrive before the Orientation Week. If volunteers arrive at Bangkok’s 
Suvarnabhumi Airport, we can arrange for one our drivers to pick you 
up. Once you are at the Foundation, you will be met by the Volunteer 
Coordinator. Volunteers are given a brief tour of Pattaya, then are given 
time to settle before beginning the Orientation Week. 

An example is below:

APRIL

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Arrive in 
Thailand

21

Tour of 
Pattaya

22

Orientation
Week

23

Orientation
Week

24

Orientation
Week

25

Orientation
Week

26

Orientation
Week

27

Orientation
Week

28 29 30 

Teaching 
starts

Why?

Like all jobs, we need to go through policies and procedures at the 
Foundation, including our Child Protection Policy. We also provide training 
and advice for the different projects, and volunteers visit the projects, and 
meet their Thai colleagues and the other volunteers.

The Orientation Week also gives time for volunteers to get used to the new 
surroundings, and allows time to start preparing for the upcoming lessons. 

Where to 
apply
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Where to apply

When?

We recommend applying as soon as possible. Volunteer positions are 
generally given out on a first come first served basis, depending on the 
suitability of the volunteer. We review the application form and the Skype 
interview.

How?

All volunteers are required to complete our online application form which 
is available on our website. If you are unable to complete the online 
application form, we are able to email the application form as a Microsoft 
Word document. Please contact the Volunteer Coordinator if you need the 
application form as a Microsoft Word document.

Why?

I am sure if you have read this much of the handbook, you are keen to 
volunteer.  There are many reasons to volunteer, but every volunteer should 
do their own research about volunteering.

Volunteers help us to provide care and educate our children and students, 
but it essential that volunteers want to be here for the right reasons, to 
help us in our work. After all, this is not a holiday, and six months is a big 
commitment. 

Please have a look on our website where we have testaments from previous 
volunteers.

More information

Please check out the following:

Read the Handbook

Watch our various videos on our website

Watch our volunteer video on our website

Check out our Volunteer F.A.Q. section on our website

Read through previous volunteer testaments on our website

Follow us on Instagram

Like our Facebook Page

Research volunteering and Thailand

If you have any other questions, get in touch!
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Be a volunteer at the 
Father Ray Foundation and 

you will have memories 
that last a lifetime


